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MODEL GROSS WEIGHT 
(Kg) LENGHT (m) TARE +/- 3% (Kg) 

2 Deks 3 Deks 4 Deks 
SBA63U 39000 13.60 10800 11800 12800 

 
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTIC 

 
Ø Chassis: Self-supporting anti-corrosion Aluminium structure. 
Ø Axles: fix, single, 9000 Kg capacity, 1st axle liftable. 
Ø Steering: 3rd axle with forced steering managed by the truck fifth-wheel and mechanically controlled. 
Ø Brakes: disc Ø 430 mm. 
Ø Braking system: pneumatic with two lines according to ECE R13-11 with Electronic Braking System (EBS) and 

RSS. 
Ø Suspensions: pneumatic type with electronic control. 
Ø Wheels: disc 22.5 x 11.75 - M spigot. 
Ø Tyres: 385/65R22.5 or 385/55R22.5 160 J single. 
Ø Accessories: 2" King Pin in accordance with EEC standards demountable from below; 24 t landing legs with two 

speed and rocking feet; spare wheel carrier; side guards; mudguards; wheel chock; tool box. 
Ø Body: box unit for live stock transport with 2 or 3 or 4 loading deck; insulated and liftable roof; internal working 

lights and fan system. 
Ø Rear loading bridge: hydraulically controlled, anti-slip, with incorporated side guards and working as barn doors if 

necessary. 
Ø Electrohydraulic system: autonomous type with electro-pump and high capacity batteries, completed with 

automatic safety device in accordance with Machines Directive and Work Safety Institute. 
Ø Drinking system: automatic type with nipples for pigs and water tank 400 l. 
Ø Ventilation system: autonomous with 15 side fans Ø 255 mm. Total max. flow 19500 m3/h 
Ø Partition gates: aluminium swinging or foldable type. 
 
OPTIONAL 
 
Ø Independent movement for loading floor 
Ø Rear loading bridge with hydraulic movement 
Ø Positioning GPS system integrated with temperature and opening doors recording. 

Dimensions and weight data are given only for information. 
PEZZAIOLI S.R.L. reserves the right to modify anytime the technical characteristics ed. 28/06/2016 
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